The important performance parameter such as material removal rate (MRR) 
INTRODUCTION
Electro chemical machining process is a non-conventional machining process to cut, high strength and high resistance materials into complex shapes. The working principle of ECM is just reverse the electro chemical planting(material is eroded from anode). High electrical current pass through the electrolyte medium which flows through between a tool (cathode) and work piece(anode). The mechanism of material removal is anodic dissolution according to the Faraday's laws of electrolysis. No residual stress form in ECM process and also no thermal damage due to low temperature during operation. This has widespread application in aerospace industry, automotive, forging die, and surgical component.
The Taguchi technique is a statistical method for designing high quality system, was developed by Taguchi. This method uses a special design of orthogonal array to study the entire parameter space with small number of experiment. Taguchi method is adopted to evaluate MRR and surface roughness. This method provides a systematic approach for conducting experimentation to determine optimum settings of design parameters.
We have seen that a variety of prediction models have been implemented in the literature that include time series models, regression models, adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS), artificial neural network (ANN) models and SVM models. In engineering the use of ANN has increased gradually. This is mainly because the effectiveness and smoothness of ANN modeling systems has improved a great deal in the engineering area. SVM have remarkable generalization performance and many more advantages over other methods, so SVM has attracted attention and gained extensive application. Not only LS-SVM has been used for classification in various areas of pattern recognition [17] but also it has handled regression problems successfully [18] .LS-SVM has additional advantage as compared to SVM. In LS-SVM, a set of only linear equation (Linear programming) is solved which is much easier and computationally more simple. Here MFNN and LS-SVM models are used for prediction of material removal rate and surface roughness of EN19 material. After comparing the result obtained by both these models, LS-SVM gives better performance to minimize the MSE that of MFNN.
Muttamara A et la, presented relationship between ECM parameter and groove depth and groove ratio using Taguchi method [1] . Dubey A.K et la, presented the analysis of roundness of surface and out-of-roundness in ECM honing process [2] . Shan HS et la, showed parametric optimization of magnetic field assisted abrasive
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www.iosrjournals.org 2 | Page flow machining by taking different level of abrasive grain size, magnetic flux density, flow volume, extrusion pressure and work piece material using Taguchi method [3] . Asokan P. et la, Studied a practical method of multi-objective optimization in cutting parameters for ECM based on multiple regression models and multiple input single output ANN model [4] . Kuo Tsai et la., showed the ability of different neural networks models to predict the surface finish of work piece based on the effect of changing the electrode polarity in the EDM process. [5] . Shanget .Q.P et la, presented the effect of different process parameters on anode accuracy and developed an ANN model with back propagation as the learning algorithm to predict the anode accuracy in electrochemical machining with an uneven inter electrode gap [6] . Kozak, j.et la, showed the concept and prototype of a computer aided engineering system that can be used to solve different tasks of ECM, such as: tool-electrode design, selection of optimal input machining parameters [7] . Zhiyong LI et la applied BP Neural network for prediction of machining accuracy of Aero-engine blade in ECM by taking the effect of voltage, feed rate, electrolyte concentration and initial gap [8] . Rao, RS et la investigated the optimal parameter setting and prediction for MRR in ECM using Taguchi based ANN for LM6Al/5%SiC composite [9] . Abuzied H.H, et la developed ANN model for prediction of material removal rate and surface roughness in ECM process and other non-traditional machining process [10] . Fabricio J, et la showed the artificial neural networks for machining process surface roughness modeling [11] . SVM is a new machine learning method based on statistic learning theory and it is classified as one of computational approach developed by Vapnik [12] .Suykens and Vandenwalle have proposed the use of the LS-SVM for simplification of traditional of SVM [13] . Wang,P. et al applied LS-SVM for prediction model of surface roughness for grinding machining operation considering Linear, polynomial, Gauss RBF and sigmoid function as the kernel function [14] . Zhang et al applied SVM with multi-objective to develop a hybrid model for processing parameters optimization in micro-EDM using Gaussian function as a kernel function [15] . Sugumaran et al developed fault diagnostics of roller bearing using neighborhood score multiclass SVM for classification and decision tree for addressing the future selection process in EDM machining [16] . The present study is initiated to develop a multi input multi output MFNN model and LS-SVM models to predict the values of surface roughness & material removal rate resulting from an electrochemical machining process and to evaluate optimum setting of surface roughness and material removal rate by using Taguchi method.
II. EXPERIMENTAL WORKS

Experimental set up
Experimental set up done for both calculation of MRR and Ra. The set up is shown in Fig. 1 . Before machining we take the initial weight of work piece(EN19 tool steel) and after machining of 5minutes again we take the final weight. Initial weight and final weight gives the material removal rate per unit time when put in equation (2.1). Table 1 and Table 2 
Design of Experiment
The experiment is designed according to Taguchi method. Three in put parameter, feed and voltage and flow rate of electrolyte are taken here. The level of each parameter is shown in Table- 3. Process parameters are designed L18 orthogonal array as shown in Table 4 . For this analysis we are considering data means not S/N ratios. Table 3 Level and magnitude of ECM parameters 
III. ANN(MFNN) Modeling
The MFNN used here consists of three layers namely input layer, hidden layer and output layer as shown in Fig. 2 . The Input layer of MFNN consists of different number of inputs variables according to the modeling of MFNN. The input variables are flow rate of electrolyte, feed rate and voltage. The number of output neuron is decided by the number of estimated parameters; therefore in this model two output neuron is taken corresponding to MRR and SR. 
Choice of Hidden Neurons
The choice of optimal number of hidden neurons, N h is the most interesting and challenging aspect in designing the MFNN. There are various schools on thought in deciding the value of N h . Simon Haykin [19] has specified that N h should lie between 2 and ∞. Hecht-Nielsen [20] uses ANN interpretation of Kolmogorov's theorem to arrive at the upper bound on the N h for a single hidden layer network as 2(N i +1), where Ni is the number of input neurons. However, this value should be decided very judiciously depending on the requirement of a problem. A large value of N h may reduce the training error associated with the MFNN, but at the cost of increasing the computational complexity and time. For example, if one gets a tolerably low value of training error with certain value of N h , there is no point in further increasing the value of N h to enhance the performance of the MFNN. The input and the output data are normalized before being processed in the network as follows: In this scheme of normalization, the maximum values of the input and output vector components:
Where N p is the number of patterns in the training set and N i is the number of neurons in the input layer. Again,
Where, N k is the number of neurons in the output layer. Normalized by these maximum values, the input and output variables are given as follows.
After normalization, the input and output variable lay [20] in the range of 0 to 1.
Choice of ANN Parameters
The learning rate, η and the momentum factor, α have a very significant effect on the learning speed of the BPA. The BPA provides an approximation to the trajectory in the weight space computed by the method of steepest descent method [21] . If the value of η is considered very small, this results in slow rate of learning, while if the value of η is too large in order to speed up the rate of learning, the MFNN may become unstable (oscillatory). A simple method of increasing the rate of learning without making the MFNN unstable is by adding the momentum factor α [22] . The values of η and α should lie between 0 and 1 [19] .
Weight Update Equations
The weights between the hidden layer and the output layer are updated based on the equation as follows: 
Evaluation Criteria
The Mean Square Error E tr for the training patterns after the m th iteration is defined as:
Where V b1p is the experimental values of MRR and SR, P are the number of training patterns and V b2p (m) is the estimated values of MRR and SR after m th iteration. The training is stopped when the least value of E tr has been obtained and this value does not change much with the number of iterations.
IV. LS-SVM Modeling
The formulation of LS-SVM is introduced as follows. Consider a given training set The first part of this cost function is a weight decay which is used to regularize weight sizes and penalize large weights. Due to this regularization, the weights converge to similar value. Large weights deteriorate the generalization ability of the LS-SVM because they can cause excessive variance. The second part of (4.2) is the regression error for all training data. The parameter  , which has to be optimized by the user, gives the relative weight of this part as com-pared to the first part. The restriction supplied by (4.3) gives the definition of the regression error. To solve this optimization problem, Lagrange function is constructed as , , , = 
All Lagrange multipliers (the support vectors) are non-zero, which means that all training objects contribute to the solution and it can be seen from (4.10) to (4.11). In contrast with standard SVM the LS-SVM solution is usually not sparse. However, by pruning and reduction techniques a sparse solution can easily achieved.
Depending on the number of training data set, either an iterative solver such as conjugate gradients methods (for large data set) can be used or direct solvers, in both cases with numerically reliable methods.
In application involving nonlinear regression it is not enough to change the inner product of For LS-SVM, there are lot of kernel function (radial basis function, linear polynomial), sigmoid, bspline, spline, etc. However, the kernel function more used is a simple Gaussian function, polynomial function and RBF. They are defined by:
Where d is the polynomial degree and 2 sv  is the squared variance of the Gaussian function, to obtained support vector it should be optimized by user. For  of the RBF kernel and d of the polynomial kernel, in order to achieve a good generalization model it is very important to do a careful model selection of the tuning parameters, in combination with the regularization constant  .
Evaluation Criterion
For the training patterns after the mth iteration the mean square error tr E is defined as 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
ANOVA and p main effect plots for MRR and SR are done by Taguchi technique using MINTAB 16. And with the help of 30 sets of experimental input-output patterns, the proposed modeling are carried out; 18 sets of input-output patterns used for training both networks and for testing purpose the remaining 12 sets are used. The software programs developed are used for implementation using MATLAB version 10.1.
Optimal Parameter Setting and ANOVA
The influences of various machining parameters on MRR are shown in Fig.3 . The electrode feed rate has significant effect on MRR and it has directly proportional effect. MRR also increases with voltage and flow rate; however, according to the abridge ANOVA Table. 5 the effect are less than the feed rate on MRR. 
Prediction of MRR and SR by MFNN
From Tables 6-8 and Fig.5 , it is quite obvious that when N h = 10,  = 0.8 and 1  = 0.9, the MSE for training data is the lowest at 9.1098×10 -12 . The sequential mode of training has been adopted. It may be noted that the range of the values of 1  and should be between 0 and 1and value of N h should not more than 10 as per the Hecht-Nielsen criteria. Hence we have stopped at N h = 10 in Table 6 and in Table 7 , stopped at 1  = 0.9 . Table 8 shows that, stopped at  = 0.8. Table 6 Variation of E tr with N h (η 1 =0.1, =0.6, iter=400) Table 7 variation of E tr withη 1 ( = 0.6 ,iter =400,N h =10) Table 8 Variation of E tr with ( η 1 =0.9 , iter =400,N h =10) From Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , it is quite obvious that when  =0.31 , Sig2=5780.87 and iteration = 400, the data is well separated from LS-SVM hyper plane and mean square error (MSE) for training data is the lowest and equals to 4. 
Prediction of MRR and SR by LS-SVM
VI. CONCLUSION
From the Taguchi analysis the most significant parameter towards the responses was found to be feed rate. The modeling of the ECM processes was successfully implemented. From model study, a LS-SVM with RBF Kernel and feed forward neural network using Back Propagation algorithm was designed, trainedand tested for conversion prediction of material removal rate and surface roughness. The selected neural network model which consists of one hidden layers with maximum 10 neurons in the hidden layers and LS-SVM with RBF kernel, successfully exhibited a good prediction capability with a low MSE for training and testing data. The ECM process yield can be computed by introducing the three independent variables including flow rate of electrolyte, feed rate, and voltage in the model. High conversion yield can be predicted and achievedby applying the neural network and least square support vector machine approaches which helps to avoid performing a large number of trial and error experiments to obtain the same results. LS-SVM gives the better prediction than ANN, this can lead to reduce the time and cost of the process and improve the quality of the product.
